POWERSWITCH® STAINLESS STEEL DISCONNECTS

Powerswitch® stainless steel disconnects are perfect for sanitation-focused applications such as meat and dairy processing. They are IP69K rated to withstand high pressure and high temperature washdowns, were designed with a ¾” mounting standoff that allows for easy cleaning, and are NSF certified as easily cleanable equipment specific for the food processing industry. Built to withstand the rigors of harsh environments, these devices address the needs of safety and are backed by a leading 3-year warranty.

Stainless steel disconnects are IP69K rated and NSF certified to withstand washdown, resist dirt and corrosion to meet inspector needs.

WETGUARD® WATERTIGHT WIRING DEVICES

Our complete collection of Wetguard® watertight wiring devices consists of plugs, connectors, inlets, outlets and FD boxes for use in demanding industrial locations. These devices are engineered to withstand abuse in indoor and outdoor wet and corrosive environments. The plugs and connector body mating design provides an impenetrable barrier against water and moisture to protect devices from burning up. Wetguard has best warranty in the industry for watertight wiring devices.

Wetguard devices provide a solution for watertight electrical connections in wet environments so they don’t have to be replaced as often.

LEV SERIES IEC 60309 PGY PIN & SLEEVE DEVICES

LEV Series IEC 60309 pin & sleeve devices provide a faster assembly than any device on the market. The threaded housing and quick lock pin simplify installation by replacing several screws previously needed for assembly. These devices have superior watertight ratings, including IP69K for both washdown and outdoor applications and industry exclusive IP68 for long-term submersion. An NSF certified sanitary design makes this product line ideal for use in food and beverage facilities. Plugs and connectors with Inform™ Technology quickly identify if power is running through the device to avoid disconnecting under load and improve safety.

Pin & Sleeve devices provide a safe way to connect and disconnect portable equipment that must be moved due to line changes or washdown.

To view these products and other available Leviton products, visit https://buy.wesco.com/content/078477
WESCO International, Inc. (NYSE: WCC), a publicly traded Fortune 500 holding company headquartered in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, is a leading provider of electrical, industrial, and communications maintenance, repair and operating (MRO) and original equipment manufacturer (OEM) products, construction materials, and advanced supply chain management and logistic services. 2018 annual sales were approximately $8.2 billion. The company employs approximately 9,100 people, maintains relationships with approximately 30,000 suppliers, and serves approximately 70,000 active customers worldwide. Customers include commercial and industrial businesses, contractors, government agencies, institutions, telecommunications providers, and utilities. WESCO operates 10 fully automated distribution centers and approximately 500 branches in North America and international markets, providing a local presence for customers and a global network to serve multi-location businesses and multi-national corporations.

Avoid Plant Shutdowns and Fines

- Provide solutions to avoid plant shutdowns and monetary consequences from electrical and food safety violations
- Minimize costly downtime and maximize production time through reliable electrical performance

POWERSWITCH® MANUAL MOTOR CONTROLLERS
Powerswitch PGY® Manual Motor Controllers provide safe, reliable control of a variety of motor loads. The 30 and 40 Amp switches contain nickel-plated mounting straps, screws, and external clamps to improve current flow and provide reliability in corrosive environments. The MS4X Series Motor Controllers are NSF Certified and meet strict standards for public health protection. Powerswitch Manual Motor Controllers provide a safe, reliable solution due to their superior corrosion-resistance and strong industrial design.

BLACK & WHITE EXTRA HEAVY DUTY PLUGS & CONNECTORS
Black & White Extra Heavy Duty Plugs & Connectors offer superior performance and long-lasting reliability. Black & White corrosion-resistant versions are available that feature nickel-plated contacts and blades, plus stainless steel shrouds and screws. These versions will enable a strong electrical connection in the most corrosive food and beverage environments. Black & White Extra Heavy Duty Plugs and Connectors offer corrosion-resistant versions to ensure strong connections in food and beverage facilities.

RHINO-HIDE ROUGH SERVICE DEVICES
Rhino-Hide PGY® Rough Service Devices are designed for use in the most rugged environments. Nickel-plated brass electrical contacts provide superior electrical performance and corrosion resistance for extended service life. These devices are rated IP69K and can withstand the high-pressure, high temperature washdown that occurs in food & beverage facilities. Rhino-Hide Rough Service Devices can withstand the high-pressure, high-temperature washdown required in food and beverage facilities.